JULY/AUG 2022
Editor: Beth Widdows

SPORTSMEN’S EVENTS

Obed. Matches See Website
Agility: Mar 3-5, 2023
AKC Obedience/Rally: Oct 28-30, 2022
AKC Scent Work: Nov 19-20, 2022

Floor Cleaning
(Generally happens very early or very late)
August 28; September 25

Rentals
Linda

September 11

(Information provided by Mildred Krnacik)
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COMPETITION RESULTS
Loc/date
Angell/Lark
Progressive KC 4/29-5/1

Wolverine DTC 6/25-6/26

N MI Agility at TNT 8/6-8/7
AAKC Rally 7/8-7/10
Sheltie Club 7/22

Rally

Toledo KC 8/5

Rally

OTCGL

Rally

/Gemma
Progressive KC 4/29-5/1

Wolverine DTC 6/25-6/26

N MI Agility @ TNT 8/6-8/7

AAKC 7/8-7/10
Sheltie Club 7/22
Toledo KC 8/5
OTCGL 8/12/2022

Sport

Score/pl/leg

AKC Scentwork
Nov. Int.
Nov. Int.
Nov. Int.
Nov. Buried
Nov. Buried
Nov. Buried
Nov. Ext
Nov. Ext.
Nov. Ext
Nov. Ext.
Adv. Cont.
Adv. Cont.
AKC Rally
Adv
Adv/Exc
Adv/Exc
Adv/Exc
Adv/Exc
Adv/Exc
Adv/Exc
Master
AKC Scentwork
Nov. Cont.
Nov. Cont.
Nov. Cont.
Nov. Cont.
Nov. Ext.
Nov. Ext.
Nov. Ext.
Nov. Ext.
Nov. Buried
Nov. Buried
Nov. Int.
Nov. Int.
Adv. Ext.
Adv. Ext.
Nov. Buried
Nov. Buried
Adv. Buried
Adv. Buried
AKC Rally
Master
Master
Master
Master
Master
Master
Master
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--/ 4/ 1
--/ 4 /2
--/ 1/ 3
--/ 2/ 1
--/ 1/ 2
--/ 2/ 3
--/ 1/ 1
--/ 1/ 2
--/ 1/ 3
--/ 1/ 4
--/ 2/ 1
--/ 2 /2
71
86/97/5
98/97/6
98/98/7
95/95/8
97/95/9
92/82/10
83/--/1
--/-2/1
--/-4/2
--/-8/3
--/-2/4
--/-5/1
--/-1/2
--/-1/3
--/-1/4
--/-2/1
--/-2/2
--/-2/2
--/-4/3
--/-2/1
--/-2/2
--/-1/3
--/-1/4
--/-2/1
--/-3/2
72/--/1
89/--/2
92/--/3
93/--/4
84/--/5
83/--/6
89/--/7

Title

SIN
SB
SEN

SWN

RAE

SCN

SEN

SIN
SBN

SWN

Widdows/Emily

ADC/6/12-7/30
ADC/7/23; 7/31
ADC 6/4
Monroe/7/8-7/10
OTCGL
Monroe/7/9-7/10
Schnauzer 7/26
MMPC 8/13-8/14

AKC Agility
Master Std
Master Fast
Time2Beat
AKC Rally
Master
Master
Fast Cat

--/--/10-15
--/--/2-3
--/--/4
--/--/7-9
81/--/10
4 legs
2 legs
4 legs

RM (& retired from Rally)
FCAT 2

Westie Nat’l Club
!!!!!!!!!Master of Versatility Award!!!!!!!!!

Winkles/Ty

7/31

Fast Cat
AKC Agility

BCAT

Ty has been invited to the AKC Agility Invitational for the 6th time and is the #4 Poodle this year.
Winkles/Keke

7/31
7/30

Fast Cat

AKC Agility

BCAT
MXF

DRIVING WITH PETS
While this is written from a European perspective, it contains a lot of information that is good to
know by anyone.
Driving With Pets: https://www.comparethemarket.com/car-insurance/content/a-guide-to-driving-withpets/
We cover everything a pet owner needs to know:
1. How to keep your pet safe in the car
2. Laws on driving with dogs in the car
3. Travel guidance for different kinds of pets
Our research found that:
•
•

It can be extremely dangerous to leave pets in the car, even when it’s not super hot outside. When
it’s 22°C outside, temperatures can quickly reach 47°C inside the car.
If your pet isn’t secured with a restraint when you’re driving, you could be fined up to 5,000 GBP.
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The Rain Factor and Golden Coats

Submitted by Cheri Berger

The Rain Factor and Golden Coats | Canine Chronicle

By: Nancy E. Talbott
(with thanks to Alan Hubbard for the photos)
This long post (my last one on WKC, I promise) will likely only be interesting to those who show,
judge, handle, and/or breed Goldens; or to those who are curious about what is happening in a
dog judge’s mind (or at least this judge’s mind) as final decisions are made.
It rained during Golden judging at Westminster, as those who toughed it out at ringside and those
who watched remotely can attest. It started as a misty drizzle, moisture hanging in the air for an
hour or so, and then began to rain in earnest — nothing torrential, but steady. Being retrievers, the
dogs were simply joyful and even goofy in some cases in that wet ring, which was fabulous. Only
for the final selection time did I finally give in to the rain jacket that Kelly and Beth had brought
along for me (really good rain jacket, by the way…) because the St. John knit was getting a little
waterlogged.
After all those words about the weather, here is the point I want to make about Golden coats and
the rain (the “what was going on in her mind” piece). There were 15 or so in the beautiful final group
from which I chose my winners. After one more admiring look at these treasures of a breed that I
have loved for 46 years; having prioritized the hallmarks of the standard that set Goldens apart
from other breeds and the importance of considering overall appearance, balance, gait, and
purpose — I walked the line one more time, checking just one thing: coat. While not the only
important specific characteristic, the rain brought a crucial breed trait to the forefront.
After two hours in the rain, there were a number of dogs left in that ring who were dry at the skin. I
will repeat that — dry at the skin. Those were the coats that represented the breed’s origins and
purpose: primarily a hunting dog, developed in the harsh climate of Northern Scotland. Length
varied, and amount of grooming varied, but the texture of those water repellent jackets was clearly
evident. Was it genes for correct coat? Was it skilled grooming that did not ruin the wrap of a proper
coat and the hard outer coat texture? Yes, and probably yes.
It matters. And it played a significant role in the day’s outcome. I watched drops of water literally
gliding off my top selections as they stood on their own in the rain, leaving the coat still wrapped
around the ribcage and the skin dry. It made me smile.
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Breeders: please breed for it. Learn to appreciate a moderate coat that wraps the body instead of
one that is soft and plush like memory foam or long and silky. They are pretty, and they are wrong.
Handlers: please honor it, and support the breeders who ask you to present their dogs with a
correct coat. You will show integrity and commitment to purposefully bred dogs.
Judges: please look for it. You may not have the benefit of rain to bring it into obvious focus, but
when you see a medium length jacket of weather-resistant coat, straight or wavy, that can protect
from harsh conditions — consider it strongly as you make your decisions.
Dudley Marjoribanks, Lord Tweedmouth (who created our wonderful breed) and those who have
followed his vision would smile. In the rain.
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WHY TITLE A DOG?

Submitted by Karen Angell

WHY TITLE A DOG?

Not just a brag, not just a stepping stone to a higher title, not just an adjunct to competitive scores, a
title is a tribute to the dog that bears it, a way to honor the dog, an ultimate memorial. It will remain
in record and in memory for as long as anything in this world can remain. Few humans will do as well
or better in that regard.
And though the dog itself doesn’t know or care that its achievements have been noted, a title says
many things in the world of humans, where such things count.
A title says your dog was intelligent and adaptable, and good-natured. It says that your dog loved you
enough to do the things that please you, however crazy they may have sometimes seemed.
And a title says that you loved your dog, that you loved to spend time with it because it was a good
dog, that you believed in it enough to give it yet another chance when it failed, and that, in the end,
your faith was justified.
A title proves that your dog inspired you to that special relationship enjoyed by so few; that in a
world of disposable creatures, this dog with a title was greatly loved, and loved greatly in return.
And when that dear short life is over, the title remains as a memorial of the finest kind, the best you
can give to a deserving friend, volumes of pride in one small set of initials after the name.
A title earned is nothing less than love and respect, given and received, and permanently recorded.
-Sandra Mowery
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Dachshund Triathlon

Submitted by Leslie Keys

Back in early April, and again in May, the Dachshund Club of America held its National Specialty,
starting with Dachshund Field Trials in Portland Indiana. Most people are not aware that
dachshunds are actually hard-core hunting dogs that still hunt a variety of game, including
rabbits. In Dachshund Field Trials the dogs do not kill the rabbits. Not only is it strongly
discouraged, owners are heavily fined if their dog does. The participants gather at the clubhouse
at dawn and by way of a lottery, each dog is paired with another of the same sex and class,
(open dogs or bitches, and Champion dogs or bitches) and assigned a running order. Then all
but the first 4 braces are put up and everyone troops out to the field to beat the bushes. The field
is several acres containing a variety of cover including brambles, tall grass, trees, muck, and yet
more brambles, with 10-foot-wide lanes bisecting the entire area. The beaters quarter the area
methodically, each with a 4–6-foot stick with which they whack the bushes in hopes of flushing
out a rabbit. When a rabbit is flushed, careful note is made of exactly where the rabbit was first
seen, where it was last seen, and exactly what path it took between first and last glimpse. The
first brace, which has been behind all the beaters is brought up and shown exactly where the
rabbit was. Both contestants are released at that point, more or less together. The 2 judges then
watch the dogs and determine if they are following the known track, minding their own business,
and not getting sidetracked. When the judges have seen enough, they call “Pick ‘em up” and the
2 dogs are called off the track. The dogs and handlers go back to base to put away their dogs,
let the next waiting brace know where the beaters are, and return to help beat while the judges
confer with each other about which of the 2 dogs did a better job of hunting. Sometimes both get
a pass, sometimes neither is considered worthy of a second look. This is repeated for every
brace in the class. The judges confer with each other and will then call back 10 to 12 dogs as the
best so far. They are braced again with a different dog and the process is repeated until it is
determined which 4 were the best trackers by process of elimination. The judges announce the
four placements and also may add awards of merit for dogs that were too good to ignore in a field
of excellent dogs.
The other hunting event that dachshunds participate in is earthdog. Dachshunds are the only
non-terriers eligible to enter earthdog tests. Like Barn Hunt, earthdog events test the ability of a
dog to locate rats in a hidden location but it goes much further than this. Dogs are required to
travel through a nine-inch diameter tunnel, underground, at least 30 feet at the junior level. When
they find the rat, they must vigorously try to get to it by digging, scratching, chewing at the
wooden bars that separate the rat from the dog, or alert the handler by barking repeatedly. The
minimum time required at junior level is 30 seconds. By the time a dog reaches Master level, the
tunnel is much longer, has a narrow constriction somewhere along it and also has a roller that the
dog must go over. It also includes a false den with no rats but rat scent and another exit that the
dog must ignore and continue to the live quarry. To top it off, the dog is again braced with
another dog and must travel a few hundred yards through an open field or woods without running
off on its own while the two handlers and the judge walk to the test site. On the way, there is a
false den scented with rat urine which the dogs must take note of and dismiss as empty. When
they arrive at the real den, the first dog to find the caged and protected rat just inside the
entrance is called off to allow the second dog to also find the rat. The first dog is then given first
chance to work while the second dog is tethered a short distance away. The tethered dog may
show plenty of interest but must be under enough self-control to allow the judge to hear the first
dog working. When the first dog is done, the 2 dogs change places.
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Here is the Dachshund Club of America description of their annual Triathlete of the Year event
that takes place during the National specialty.
TRIATHLON
The Dachshund Club of America understands that the events held in conjunction with our
National Specialty are more than just conformation.
In an effort to promote the entire Dachshund and showcase the versatility of our breed, DCA
awards Triathlon awards to the Dachshunds which distinguish themselves in performance and/or
companion events at the National Specialty.
Any Dachshund qualifying in three or more of the five different categories (agility, field trial, earth
dog, tracking, and obedience/rally) plus the Triathlon Conformation Evaluation are recognized by
the DCA with a Certificate of Achievement.
The highest combined scoring dog receives the title “DCA Triathlon Dog of the Year”. This is a
remarkable achievement!
Wigeon and the 2022 Dachshund Club of America Triathlete of the Year

Wigeon. This little dog never ceases to amaze me. From the moment he came into my life
Wigeon has told me again and again that he is up for anything. All I have to do is ask. In April, I
asked him if he wanted to run some bunnies. Of course he said “yes” and off we went to Indiana
to the field trials. There were lots of great dogs, the weather cooperated, and he earned an
Award of Merit in Champion Dog Stakes.
In May I asked him to track. My dream has always been to have a tracking dog and this is the
year it was possible. With the help and encouragement from many people we were certified and
track-ready. They laid a beautiful TD track for us and he ran it beautifully almost to the end,
where he took a detour. When we put him back on track he found the glove with ease. The
judges were wonderful and assured us that he would earn that TD title before I knew it.
A few days later I asked him if he would care to do a little earth dogging. This might just be his
favorite thing ever. Another great couple of days netted him two more Master Earthdog legs and
a second event to add to his Triathlete list.
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Our third event was a special event for both of us. Back in 2020 he injured his neck while
running the fenceline with our collie. The prognosis was grave but after almost two years his
neurologist gave Wigeon his blessing to run agility again. DCA was his first time back in
competition and he earned a second place in Master Standard.
The last event was obedience and though it is not his favorite pastime, he came through for me
with a first place in Veteran Obedience. I asked. He delivered.

It is such an honor to have earned the 2022 Triathlete of the Year award. And it is great to be
part of the dachshund community and enjoy sharing my life with dachshunds, the dogs who really
CAN do it all, and prove it every single day.
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Thank You and Best Wishes
It has been my privilege to be the Facebook Editor, Website maintenance person and Facebook
administrator (for the club page) and various other things over the years. But….all good things
must come to an end!
It's time to tell folks of a major life change that I'm making, probably sometime next spring...but
preparation for it starts now and that means I need to let people know.
I've decided to sell my house and move to Temperance, MI to be with my sister. We are both
aging gracefully, thank you, but it is time to support each other with our presence! We will, I hope,
have many more years to spend together instead of seeing each other just a few times a year.
And financially, it makes a lot of sense also.
I've been quietly letting people know that I'm leaving, especially when it has an impact on them.
But now I'm letting everyone know. It is a great change. It isn't easy to leave a home I've had for
47 years! Emotionally it is very hard but I'm grateful that I'm not leaving for a nursing home!
We are currently arranging to fence my sister's yard so Emily can still run around outside. And it
will be fun to fix up my new rooms to suit. I do hope to still get up here for various events and
continue to see my current friends.
We will appreciate everyone's good wishes and support as I undertake this new part of my life!
There will be tears but I trust they will be more for the good times coming vs. the good times left
behind!
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1930 Tobsal Court
Warren, MI
888-637-9595

